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SIGNALBOOST DT4G
Finally, someone closes
the gap. It’s true that not

everyone needs to boost all five
major frequencies used by cell
providers. Not everyone needs
to boost 4G, AWS, and LTE. For
those who do, however, there’s
been a gap big enough to drive
a cell tower through. On the
low end, you could choose the
Wilson Sleek 4G series of
boosters. They’re really designed
for the car, so the range isn’t
really what you need for a small
office. On the other hand, if you
really need to get serious, you
could build your own system
starting with a booster like
Wilson’s AG-PRO-QUINT and
add the antennas and cabling
you need. Small office and home
office users were left in the
nether region between these
two. If you wanted both voice
and 4G/LTE, you were forced to
combine multiple boosters for a
less desirable, yet still expensive,
experience. Those days are over.

Solid Signal is proud to introduce the Wilson Electronics DT4G quad-band signal
booster. This is a brand new product from Wilson that combines the low cost and easy
installation of the SignalBoost DT series and adds the power of the AG-Pro-Quint for
the first consumer-level 5-band booster that can handle any frequency, any carrier,
any type of transmission. It’s the ultimate future-proof booster and only Wilson
makes it.
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W H AT ’ S I N T H E B O X
Note: Our test unit was a prototype. Not
everything included in our review material
may be included in the final retail kit.
Our tester came fully equipped with
everything you’ll need to set up a booster
for a small office. First and foremost, the
booster unit:
Note that it has four indicator lights and
four adjustment screws, for 700, 800,
1950, and 1700/2100 MHz. Normally
you would not need to adjust the power
level down from maximum but it’s nice to
have the option in case you are limited in
where you want to place the antenna. It
also is easily wall-mountable.

Why is quad-band so important?
It wasn’t that long ago that we were telling people that
they didn’t need an LTE booster. The argument is simple:
if you work from home, you probably connect using WiFi so there’s no need to boost LTE. That argument makes
a lot of sense when you’re talking about paying 4x the
price for something you won’t use. On the other hand,
there is one good reason to spend a little extra for an LTE
booster: futureproofing.
Voice over LTE, or VoLTE, is the next generation of
technology that you’ll see in phones starting this year.
Instead of using the regular voice frequencies, newer phones will automatically switch to LTE
and AWS frequencies when they are available. This will add capacity in crowded areas and
potentially opens the door to better voice quality and eventually simpler phones that could even
work on all the major carriers.
It’s likely to be a few years before you really see VoLTE having an impact on your life but when you
do, you’ll be left out in the cold if your cell booster can’t handle those LTE and AWS frequencies.
Choosing a quad-band booster will keep your investment working for you for years to come.
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W H AT ’ S I N T H E B O X
The inside antenna connects
using a mini-F connector.
The indoor antenna can
go pretty much anywhere
you need it to go. It’s not
designed for ceiling or
wall mounting but is light
enough yet stable enough to
sit anywhere you need it.
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W H AT ’ S I N T H E B O X
The outdoor antenna uses an F-connector
and RG6 cable so that it’s inexpensive to
extend its run as far as you need. Pretty
much any RG59 or RG6 cable will work
for this purpose; unlike the commercial
Wilson boosters it’s not necessary to use
expensive 50-ohm cable.
The outdoor antenna itself is a large
panel and has connections on the back
for mast mounting. An optional plastic
shroud covers the back if you are
mounting it to the inside of a window.
We also received a plastic cup that can be
used to mount to the outdoor antenna to
a window with strong suction cups. This
makes the DT4G perfect for a temporary
installation. For a more permanent one,
we recommend mast mounting.
We also received a length of RG6 cable,
mast
mounting
supplies,
and a
power
adapter.
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I N S TA L L AT I O N
Installation is easy and simply consists of finding a place
for the antennas, the base unit, and the power adapter. We
strongly recommend mast-mounting the antenna if this is a
permanent installation. It’s important that there is at least 15
feet of vertical separation or 20 feet of horizontal separation
between the base unit and the outdoor antenna or the device
may not operate at full power. In addition, you must have 18
inches of separation between the base unit and the indoor
antenna.
Once you have figured out where to place all the pieces,
install the antenna and point it toward the nearest cell tower.
There are many apps and web sites that will help you find the
closest tower whether you have Android, iOS or something
else. They all rely on the same public records. You can also
use your phone’s test mode to try to get power readings. The
antenna has a fairly wide beam so it’s not important to be
very precise, just aim the antenna in the general direction of
the tower.
Powering up the booster you should see four green lights. If any
of the lights are red, then the booster is shutting down to avoid
an overload. This is generally caused by the booster being too close to the outdoor antenna. If you have
a red light and the booster and antenna are as far away as possible, turn down the booster’s power by
turning the screws on the front until the light turns green.

Using the booster
You should see an immediate improvement in reception once all the lights are green. Wilson hasn’t
released formal numbers as to the range of the device but it’s reasonable to think that it’s going to
cover a small to medium size office quite easily. it depends on the amount of metal in the walls of
course but for in-home use or a small office you’ll find this booster gives plenty of power.
Unlike other boosters, the DT4G boosts all available frequencies so your phone’s signal meter won’t
lie like it will with a booster that only boosts voice. You should see a massive improvement in voice
quality, data speeds, and you’ll see better battery life because your phone won’t be struggling to
transmit a stronger signal. This is typical of all boosters, but you should see an even more marked
improvement with the DT4G because all the carrier frequencies are nice and strong.
Because the DT4G works will all carriers, you’ll have no problem using it with multiple people at the
office no matter what kind of phone or device they have. It should even work great with 4G or LTEequipped tablets!
Here’s the bottom line: this is the booster you’ve been waiting for, and we expect the price to be very
pleasing as well. This is the only booster you’ll need for years to come, and because it comes from
Wilson, you know it’s a quality design.
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SolidSignal.com is your source for
DIRECTV equipment, supplies,
and support. We have over 10
years’ experience in installing and
supporting satellite equipment. Our
technical staff is ready to answer all
your questions!

visit SOLIDSIGNAL.COM
for the best selection of
equipment and supplies
for the high-end installer
or do-it-yourselfer!
FORUMS.SOLIDSIGNAL.COM
is your source for
24-hour support!

BLOG.SOLIDSIGNAL.COM is
your information destination
for news, reviews, and tips!
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